
 

  

 

 
 
  

Issue 157 
28th September 2018 ST PETROC’S POST 

 

Dear Parents and Carers,  

This week has seen the school demonstrating the benefits of the freedom in the 
approach to learning that we can exercise at St Petroc’s. The Key Stage 2 children spent 
a wonderful day at the ‘Cornwall at War Museum’ at Davidstow on Wednesday. Thanks 
to the Curators Steve and Sheila Perry. The children returned full of knowledge and 
retained many interesting facts about the era and what life was like for local people at 
that time. They enjoyed the various exhibits and then learned a ‘drill routine’ to finish 
the day off superbly. All of this is to support their History unit of work on World War 1 
in the year that marks the centenary of the Great War. I am sure some of the parents 
will have seen and heard all about it from the children and we would all like to say 
thank you to Mrs Cook for organising the visit. 

It was fantastic to see the activities programme beginning to take shape for the Early 
Years children too, please do ask for more information if any parents might be 
interested. Having the notice and sufficient numbers in each area enables much better 
planning and delivery of these wonderfully enriching sessions for the children. 

Yesterday, the school was transformed into a cacophony of brass instrumentalists. 
Throughout the morning, Bude Town Band delivered an assembly and performed some 
well-known classics, along with some child friendly tunes. This was then followed by 
visits from each year group, to sample the instruments for themselves. Some of the 
children clearly have a lot of lung power and I think the Band members and their 
Director of Music Myra was very optimistic about some of our children’s talents. We are 
hopeful to work together as we approach the Christmas period and are extremely 
grateful to the Band for their time. A particular highlight was watching some of the 
Dolphins children attempting to play a musical instrument that was bigger than them! 

Elsewhere in the school, we have been celebrating the children’s academic work, 
enjoying witnessing the displays populating around the school so, if you get a chance, 
please do take a look around. The overall standard of work is fantastic and I am very 
pleased that the quality of our Phonics and Handwriting sessions are clearly bearing 
fruit. 

I enjoyed seeing many of you this afternoon for a piece of cake and a catch up in aid of 
Macmillan, a very special cause. Thank you for supporting the Friends of St Petroc’s in 
this worthwhile event. 

Have a great weekend everyone. Rest up, the Autumnal coughs and sneezes are in the 
air! 

Ben Hilton 

Fast Yn Mesk Tonnow 

 
FORWARD DATES 

 
 

Tuesday 2nd 
October 2018 

8:40am Friends of St 
Petroc’s Meeting 

 
 

Wednesday 3rd 
October 2018 

Reception & KS1 Trip 
to Restormel Castle 

 
 

Thursday 4th 
October 2018 

Years 5-7 Trip to North 
Cornwall Book Festival 

 
 

Wednesday 10th  
October 2018 

School Photographs 
 
 

Wednesday 10th & 
Thursday 11th October 

2018 
School Open Days 

 
 

Wednesday 17th 
October 2018  

3:30pm Prep School  
Break for Half Term 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

Information for parents 
 
A reminder: New parking rules 
As detailed in last week’s newsletter, please be reminded that a new Traffic Regulation Order 
came into effect on 4th September which means drivers face a £70 Penalty Charge Notice if 
they stop or park at any time on the zig-zag ‘keep clear zone’ outside schools. This includes 
dropping-off and picking-up, not just parking.  
 
The Friends of St Petroc’s 

The Friends of St Petroc’s School appointed Lindsay Hazeldine as their new Chair at the recent Friends 
AGM. Congratulations to Lindsay on her appointment and sincere thanks to retiring Chair Suzie Greenaway 
for all her hard work. 
 
 
  



 

  

Early Years 
 
This week the Little Turtles have been enjoying all that a new season brings. We have been celebrating the 
Autumn Equinox which, for many Pagans, is a time for giving thanks for the things we have and is a blessing 
to share. 

We used mini logs dipped in Autumnal paint colours to create marks on paper. We have been super lucky 
to spend lots of time in the sunshine this week and we enjoyed a visit from a friendly butterfly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This week the Sea Lions have continued to learn about shapes and colours. They have been making collage 
rainbows using all the colours of the rainbow and we’ve even sung the song. One of our favourite activities 
this week has been to make Cheerio necklaces, however most didn’t make it home as the children ate them 
as quickly as they’d made them!  
Although it’s been a little crisp in the morning we’ve wrapped up warm and ventured outside, sometimes 
the autumn sunshine has even joined us. 

Please could we remember that coats are needed as the temperature fluctuates daily. 
 

 

  



 

  

At the beginning of the week some of the Dolphins were lucky enough to visit the local library in Bude. 
While at the library they demonstrated good listening and sharing skills. 

The children looked at a variety of books, handled them with care and enjoyed a selection of stories. 

They recorded their favourite part of the trip and the highlight for them was travelling in the school mini 
buses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the Dolphins have had the opportunity to put their green fingers into action and created individual 
edible gardens. While planting the seeds they recalled how to look after their plants. 

The Dolphins have had lots of fun playing skittles, again demonstrating good turn taking and team work, 
and they also really enjoyed the visit from Bude Town Band. Thank you to Emma Inch for liaising with Mr 
Hilton and sharing a musical experience for some of our youngest members of the School.  



 

  

Prep School  

The Reception children worked together this week to 
build a shoebox house.  They thought about what 
should go in each room and the materials they could 
use. 

The problem of how to get up to the first floor was 
solved by Radi, who made a Lego flight of stairs. 

Ethan added a pipe 'to take the water out', Lexi 
added stables 'for Rapunzel's horse to live in' and a 
garage was even incorporated into the building.  

A roof was added by Grayson, which also provided an 
attic for small world people to hide in. Kaia decorated 
parts of the house with heart paper and yellow 
'carpet'.  

They all enjoyed sharing their house with Year 1 
children. 

Year 1 have been continuing to work really hard this 
week on their number bonds. 

They have created a Number Bond City where each 
child has been given the task of finding out different 
ways of making up a number. 

They then recorded their answers on various 
different buildings. These have made a lovely display 
in our classroom. 

In Art, the children used the scratch art paper that 
they made last week, to produce a house picture. 
Some were more successful than others. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

  

Reception and Key Stage 1 had a very exciting 
robotics lesson this week, using their Bee-Bots to 
complete a series of challenges. 

The challenges were linked to Reception class’ 
current story book, the lovely Owl Babies. 

Owl Babies is a tale of three owls who get very 
worried when their mother owl leaves them to go 
hunting. 

The pupils had to work collaboratively to plan their 
routes for each challenge, thinking logically, 
sequencing, de-bugging and communicating. 

The challenges were taped routes that pupils 
programmed their Bee-Bots to follow. 

The routes connected to the Owl Babies story with 
challenges such as leaving the nest, swooping down 
on prey, moving out to a branch and back and a 
celebratory dance once Mummy returned!  

We were very impressed with all of the pupils, who 
demonstrated a wide range of skills and worked 
really hard to complete the challenges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Years 2 and 3 have had a busy week immersing themselves into a world of kingdoms and castles. They 
explored how to melt the icy Snow Queen in Science and created building designs and floorplans for St 
Petroc's Castle in Topic. 

They have also been marking the start of Autumn through poetry, by reading and writing lots of rhyming 
verses. 

 

 

 

 
 

“Colder weather, 
The wind is blowing. 

The clouds are bigger, 
The rain is falling.” 

by Benjamin 
 

“Picking harvest, 
Apples growing. 

Collecting vegetables, 
Animals eating.” 

by Lucas 
 



 

  

Year 4 have been studying their Biology topic, 
'Humans Are Animals Too'. This topic looks at the 
process of human digestion, our teeth and how they 
differ to other animals. We also looked at how our 
diet has an impact on our overall health. The class got 
quite messy replicating the digestive process! 

As part of their non-fiction English unit, Year Four are 
learning about the life of Neil Armstrong and his 
personal qualities. They have been inspired by his 
story and have been reading extracts from his 
personal diaries as well as watching actual footage of 
his adventures using the interactive eBook. 

They have been listing the qualities he had and 
backed this up with examples from the eBook. They 
have also been selecting suitable applicants to be 
trained as astronauts for a mission to Mars, using the 
information on the candidates’ CVs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This week, Year 5 finished their ballad plans, drafted and re-drafted their poems. They cross-checked with 
their ballad checklist and were finally ready for presenting. The pupils have written some wonderful poems, 
full of emotive language that gives the reader just enough clues to know what's going on, but not too 
much, so that they are still left asking questions and wondering what really happened. Come and have a 
read! 
  



 

  

Years 6 and 7 have now finished the poems which they 
have written as part of their Ted Hughes poetry unit. The 
finished compositions are now up on display so come and 
take a look! 

Rosie tells us more about it: 

“We went to the canal to pick something to do our poems 
on and, when we wrote them, we had a poetry check-list 
that we had to tick things off. 

“These were things like onomatopoeia, personification, 
alliteration, similes, metaphors and unusual imagery. 

“We did our first draft then wrote them out in best and 
decorated them for going on display.” 

 

Toby’s creation 

It excites us so much when we get to hear and see the extracurricular activities our pupils get up to out of 
school. This is Toby and his creation. He describes it better than anyone so here are his words: 
 
"I made it with cardboard and the micro:bot pack, 
which has the motors needed to make the barrier go 
up and down, and the traffic light change colours. It 
took me, in total, about 4-5 hours to make and to 
code the micro:bit. 

“When you press button A, it will open the barrier 
and the other motor will change the traffic light from 
red to green. 

“Then the car would go through, and its weight 
would press a switch and the micro:bit would tell the 
motors to change the traffic light and to shut the 
barrier. 

“When you press button B, it will tell you how many cars have driven through (if four lights lit up, then that 
would represent four cars). If you press A+B, it will reset the number of cars to zero. 

“I got the idea from a video on YouTube, but I had watched it a year ago so I couldn’t remember anything. 
It mimics the entrance to a big car park." 

Fantastic, Toby, we can't wait to hear about your next project! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

Years 4-7 Visit to the Cornwall at War Museum 

We had a wonderful trip to the Cornwall War Museum at Davidstow. Who knew there was such a wealth of 
information in such an unlikely place! Years 4, 5 and 6 were enthralled from beginning to end by the stream 
of knowledge about both World Wars that was imparted to them by Steve and his wife, Sheila. 

The children spent time in a mock-up of a shelter 
where they could almost feel the atmosphere of how 
it must have felt to be there at the time. 

They learned about animals in warfare, including the 
use of homing pigeons which were dropped from 
planes in small boxes to be picked up by the 
Resistance. Being children, they were particularly 
impressed by the skills used by the Ghurkas with the 
kikru knives. 

Information from earlier times came in the form of 
the derivation of some our older sayings like “letting 
the cat out of the bag”, “no room to swing a cat” and 
“freezing the balls in a brass monkey” (note – it’s IN 
not OFF!) 

We finished with a drill - it’s much harder than you 
may think to march in strict order, turn together and 
obey the shouted instructions. 

The troops found it hard to suppress the odd giggle 
when singled out as “you ‘orrible little man” by the 
Sergeant!! In order to tell you everything about the 
trip I’d need the whole newsletter, so why not ask 
your children all about the visit. 

Corporal Wood, Corporal Fox and Corporal Cook were all very impressed with the turnout and level of 
questioning employed by the troops of the St Petroc’s School Company! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

Visit from Bude Town Band 

A musical morning was enjoyed at St Petroc’s when 
Bude Town Band visited us to play for us and tell us 
about the instruments that make up a brass band. 

A small group of them played some well-known tunes 
and then the children took turns in their class groups 
to have a closer look at them. They played them 
enthusiastically and some of them managed to get 
quite a good sound out. Not an easy thing to do!  

It was lovely that some of the Dolphins children also 
popped in to have a listen and a blow as well. They 
did really well considering some of the instruments 
were bigger than them! 

The band would be pleased to welcome younger members to their group. Instruments are supplied as is 
tuition where the children would learn much more about their chosen instrument and, additionally, how to 
read music. Do have a look at the leaflet which would have gone home if you think your child may be 
interested. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stay and Play 

This week's stay and Play included a variety of exciting activities for the children, one of them being 
'vegetable animals'. This involved them choosing an animal that they could put together using some carrot, 
cucumber, pepper, potato and cocktail sticks. They really enjoyed this activity and the creations were all 
very different too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


